
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a sustainability analyst. To join
our growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for sustainability analyst

Build strong relationships with internal partners and data analysts across the
company globally
Use knowledge of financial concepts and business acumen to influence
business leaders within the Operations, Finance, and Engineering
organizations
Complete detailed financial analyses and sustainability research, identifying
options, and reporting out to leadership with recommended actions
Support existing processes and the establishment of new processes for rate
planning, rebate execution, utilities management, and sustainability initiatives
with a keen eye on continuous process improvement and efficiency gains
Bachelor’s degree in business, engineering or sciences plus 5 years of
experience in finance/accounting, supply chain, procurement, sales, or
operations/engineering reflecting increasing levels of responsibility
Manually reviews and creates automated solutions to scrutinize bills,
operational consumption, hauling expenses and other assets to identify
savings opportunities (errors, duplicates, consumption reduction
opportunities)
Works directly with utilities, third parties, other key suppliers and internal
partners to meet savings goals by identifying and reporting errors, identifying
tariffs to be adjusted, and escalating issues until actions are complete
Creates and maintains revenue assurance / savings tracker to provide real-
time updates on all programs
Assists in the development of new software measurement tools (using
Tableau, Angular, SQL)
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Qualifications for sustainability analyst

Strong problem-solving, project management and organizational skills with an
ability to manage multiple projects at one time
Experience developing diverse suppliers in a variety of products & services
locally, regionally
Experience with process improvement systems a plus lean, six sigma
Educated to graduate level – environmental engineering, environmental
science, other technical discipline
Master in Business or similar focus a plus
Previous experience in food and beverage company a plus


